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Introduction

v What is federated learning?
v Distributed learning.
v Collaborative training.
v Training on private data.
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Introduction

vMotivations
vFL is vulnerable to system 

heterogeneity.
vWhen local devices have varying 

computational, storage, and 
communication capabilities over 
time.

vAs a result, the presence of stragglers 
in the Random selection of devices 
produces a low convergence rate and 
high delay in the FL network.
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vWhat is a straggler device ?
vLow performing device

vstorage
vcommunication
vcomputation



Related Work

vFLANP, a straggler-resilient adaptive device participation algorithm. 
(Reisizadeh et al.,2020)

vFedProx, a federated optimization in heterogeneous networks. (Li et 
al.,2018)

vAccelerated Training via Device Similarity in Federated Learning. (Wang 
et al.,2021)

vFair resource allocation in federated learning. (Li et al., 2019 )
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Contributions

vWe introduce Fed-MOODS, a straggler-resilient Multi-Objective Optimization-
based adaptive prioritized Device Selection approach to mitigate the system 
heterogeneity in Federated learning.

vFor each device, Fed-MOODS maximizes 
v the availability of the processing capacity of each device, 
v The availability of the memory in devices, and 
v The bandwidth capacity of the participating devices.

vSolving the multi-objective optimization produces the rank of every device from 
faster to slower.

vFed-MOODS adaptively involve devices in Federated learning.
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Proposed System Model
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Problem Formulations
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vMaximize available processing 
capacity

vMulti-objective formulations for 
device selection

Processors 
utilization

[26] A. Yadin, Computer Systems Architecture. 
CRC Press, 2016.

vMaximize available
memory

vMaximize available
bandwidth

https://cs231n.github.io/convolution
al-networks/#case 

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/tsmfsan/7.1.0?topic
=SSSQZW_7.1.0/com.ibm.itsm.srv.doc/t_repl_est_b
w.html



Problem Formulations
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vFederated learning objective



Fed-MOODS
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1. Server collects meta-data to compute available processing capacity, memory, and 
bandwidth from N number of total devices. 

2. Compute objective function of (1) available processing capacity, (2) available memory,  
(3) available bandwidth for each device.

3. Maximize these objective functions using Multi-objective optimization.
4. Rank each device based on the pareto fronts.

Phase 1 (Device rank)

1. Select n' devices from pareto front.
2. Learn global model collaboratively.
3. Add another set of devices from the pareto fronts and learn global model.
4. Continue step 2 and 3 until model converges.

Phase 2 



Experiments
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vSimulation setup



Experiments

vPhase 1
vMaximize three objective 

functions for all available 
devices.

vWe have used NSGA-II, as a 
multi objective 
optimization algorithm.

vCalculate which device has 
highest domination.
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Experiments

vPhase 2
vAdaptive selection of devices based on the ranking of the devices.

vResults and analysis
vConvergence comparison
vPerformance evaluation 
vWall clock time analysis
vAdaptiveness level analysis
vDevice fairness analysis
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Results (Convergence comparison)
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Convergence comparison of Fed-MOODS and benchmark models with random device participation across (a) 
MNIST-IID, (b) MNIST-non-IID, with different straggler fractions (sf). 

(a)

(b)



Results (Convergence comparison)
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Convergence comparison of Fed-MOODS and benchmark models with random 
device participation across (c) FMNIST IID, (d) FMNIST non-IID, with different 
straggler fractions (sf). 

(c)

(d)

v Observation and Inference
v Convergence of Fed-

MOODS and random device 
selection are equivalent for 
the IID dataset.

v For non-IID datasets, Fed-
MOODS performs better 
than Random device 
selection.

v Less effect of randomness is 
present.

v Fed-MOODS + FedProx 
converges quicker than 
others.



Results (Performance comparison)
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vF1 score

vObservation and Inference
vThe performance of Fed-MOODS 

+ FedProx is better than others in 
most cases.

vTest accuracy



Results (Wall-clock time comparison)
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Training loss vs wall-clock time comparison of Fed-MOODS and 
benchmark model with random device participation in presence 
of 90%, stragglers respectively on MNIST non-IID (left) and 
FMNIST non-IID (right) data. 

v Observation and Inference
v Fed-MOODS converging before

Random device selection.
v Fed-MOODS is 1.8× and 1.48× faster

than the benchmark model (FedAvg)
with random device participation on
the MNIST and FMNIST non-IID
dataset, respectively.



Results (Adaptiveness)
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vObservation and Inference
vIncrease in adaptivenss produce better

convergence.
vLarger adaptiveness means involving

stragglers in more iteration.

90% devices are stragglers.



Analysis (Device fairness)

vDoes Fed-MOODS maintain fairness?
vYes. 
vEvery device is getting a chance to contribute to the learning process. 
vThe probability of appearance(PoA) of non-stragglers is high and for stragglers is 

low. Where as, In random device selection, every device has the same PoA.
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Conclusion

vWe proposed Fed-MOODS, a multi-objective optimization-based adaptive device 
selection method to minimize the effect of stragglers in federated learning. 

vWe formulated the available processing capacity, available memory, and available 
bandwidth of every device as a multi-objective optimization problem and by solving 
it we generate the rank of devices. 

vThe algorithm adaptively selects devices for training based on the ranking.
vWe found that Fed-MOODS is 1.8x and 1.48x faster than the random device 

selection method for MNIST and FMNIST dataset.
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Future work

vTheoretical proof of the convergence of the adaptive method.
vTheoretical value for the adaptiveness level. 
v Device profiling is enough ? Or few more to consider ?
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